HOW TO MAKE INK FROM PLANTS //
ACTIVITY PACK
Learn how to make beautiful inks from ﬂowers, weeds and other plants
foraged from your garden or local park. Designed by artist Caroline
Wendling, this pack contains easy-to-follow instructions and images to
help you through each step.
These activities are suitable for a wide range of ages but are
particularly targeted for children age 7 and above. They have been
designed to be carried out together as a family, although some parts
can be done more independently by children working alone. Please
note that at times some adult supervision will be necessary.
Share your artwork.
Tag us in your posts on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram and use the
hashtag #SPGfamilyartandecology or you can also email photos of
your work to learning@southwarkparkgalleries.org

1 // PREPARATION
Estimated time of activity: 1 hour or longer
For ages: 7+ (the younger you are, the more your adult will need to work with you)
Instructions:
Go for a walk in your garden, backyard or nearest park. Make sure you have permission to pick
the plants you wish to use.
Have with you:
A few small paper bags or small recyclable plastic boxes to keep plants separate,
gardening or marigold gloves, scissors and a bag to carry the lot!

2 // IDENTIFY
To identify plants, use an app called Seek, the app is free and will need to be downloaded on a
smart phone. Check for poisonous plants. Some are just mildly poisonous and as long as you wear
gloves and wash your hands after handling them, you should be safe.

Identifying Winter Jasmine

3 // GATHER
Gather about a handful of each plant. Pick the ﬂowers or the leaves but do be careful not to pull
plants up with their roots! Use scissors. And leave some for the insects and bees!
Note that coloured petals don’t always make the colour you expect, but that is part of the fun.
Common weeds are great to pick; for example, nettles make for lovely greens and they grow in
abundance. Only pick young nettle and only their tips.
Different times of the year will bring different colours, sometimes from the same plant!

Collecting Cosmos ﬂowers & nettle leaves

4 // BACK TO THE KITCHEN

Now that you have picked a few ﬂowers and leaves we can start making the ink!
The kitchen is a good place for making ink, as you will ﬁnd everything you need there.

5 // MATERIALS
You will need:
a pestle and mortar,
a ﬁne sieve,
a funnel,
very small jars such as tester jam jars,
or saucers (if you are using the ink
straight away),
a spoon,
ideally cleaning grade vinegar but white
vinegar works too,
ﬁne salt,
a small jug,
labels and a pen,
gum Arabic or agar if you have some.
(They are binders and act as glue. You
can also use wallpaper paste or food
thickener. Don’t worry if you don’t use
any of these, the ink will be more liquid
but will still be fine.)

6 // TO MAKE THE INK

- Place the petals or the leaves of your plant, without any stalks, in your mortar.
- Add a few drops of vinegar and some salt as well as a little water.
- Use your pestle to squash the vegetable matter into a ﬁne paste.

- Place your funnel on your jar and place the sieve on top (ask an adult to help you).
- Pour the vegetable paste in your sieve and push all the juice down with a spoon.
- At this point you can add a few drops (2 or 3) of gum arabic or a small pinch of agar.
- Place the lid on top and label your jar.

Flower: Winter Jasmine

7 // OTHER PLANTS
Make more ink from different plants or part of plants.
Examples of other plants are dandelion ﬂowers and leaves, red clover, forget-me-nots, violets,
love-in-a-mist, roses, geraniums, marigold, cornﬂowers, black-eyed Susans, sunﬂowers, woad
leaves, petunias, cosmo ﬂowers, phlox, California poppies and many more. You can make lovely
greens from herbs such as tarragon, parsley, sage, chives and more.

Flower: Rose

Flower: Rose

Flower: Geranium

Flower: Cosmos

Leaves: Nettle & Geranium

8 // LET’S PAINT
When you have a collection of colours it’s time to paint!

Have ready:
- a variety of paper (recycled, cardboard,
white paper),
- brushes,
- a small water pot to clean your brushes in,
- a rag or kitchen paper to dry your brush in
between using different inks
Please note: The inks are generally best
used freshly made or kept in the fridge for a
few days only as the colours don't last.

Try your colours on different kind of paper. What
do you notice?
Does the colour of your ink change on the paper as
it dries?
Note that the colour of the ink can oxidise in the air
and change and fade. The ink colours can vary
depending on the PH of the water and paper used.
Make notes and choose a type of paper that you
like best.
Enjoy!

This activity pack is brought to you by
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southwarkparkgalleries.org // 020 7237 1230
We look forward to seeing you again soon!

